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Substance Use Disorder

By Aimee Moulin,
MD, FACEP

TREATMENT ED
in the

When I was a resident at LA County Hospital, one of our frequently flyers - I’ll call her Janet - was an intermittently
homeless women in her mid 40’s with bright blue eyes and wavy, gray brown hair. Janet would complement my
earrings or shoes in a way that you could tell she had once cared a lot about her looks. She’d lived for many years with
addiction to alcohol, benzos, and opiates. Perhaps Janet sold the Norco we gave her; she was once caught trying to
buy another patient’s shoes in exchange for her Norco. Janet could be manipulative, belligerent, and occasionally
combative; but we took care of her so often in the emergency department (ED) we’d come to adopt her. Sometimes
on my way to work I’d give her $5 as I passed her panhandling in front of the hospital. She was a permanent fixture
of my residency, until the day she was found dead alone in a hotel room. In the hundreds of times I had taken care
of Janet not once did I talk to her about addiction, or offer treatment for her substance use disorder.

A

ccording to the 2014 National Survey of Drug Use and Health,
20.2 million Americans have a substance use disorder.1 It will
not surprise anyone who has worked in an ED that substance
use disorders are highly prevalent in ED populations.2 The Drug
Abuse Warning Network (DAWN) estimated there were 5.1 million
drug related ED visits in 2011.3 The actual number of ED patients with
substance use disorders is likely much higher.4-6 In one multi-center
study, as many as 64% of adult ED patients met criteria for problematic
substance use.6 Yet, few are in treatment.4,7
Patients with untreated substance use disorders are 81% more likely
to require hospitalization during their ED visit and 46% more likely to
have had an ED visit in the prior year, with the estimated additional
hospital charges numbering $777.2 million.7 Patients with substance
use disorders are over represented in our high-utilizer populations.8,9
We often have multiple opportunities to intervene and address the
underlying reasons for the ED visit.
There is a growing body of evidence to support ED interventions for
substance use. Recent studies have shown cost-savings, decreased
substance use, and increased engagement in treatment programs
after Screening, Brief Intervention, and Referral to Treatment
(SBIRT ).10-13 Specifically for patients with opiate use disorders,
medication-assisted treatment (MAT ) has shown decreased
mortality.14 For patients with opiate use disorders, EDs are often
the primary access points. EDs already have an important role in
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opiate overdose reversal and treatment for complications related
to opiate use.15 An ED intervention and initiation of treatment with
Buprenorphine increases engagement in treatment.16
As much as the focus of opiate use disorders has been on physician
prescribing practices, the causes of addiction are multi-factorial.
However, EDs are perhaps uniquely positioned to participate in the
solution. EDs have an important role in identifying patients with
substance use disorders and linking patients to treatment. We are
acutely aware of the consequences of substance use disorders and it is
time that we intervene to prevent the inevitable consequences.
There are challenges. As a specialty we are facile with acute intoxication
and withdrawal syndromes, but not screening and treatment. Finding
the time in a busy ED shift to have a meaningful conversation on
addiction and identifying appropriate outpatient follow-up can feel
like an overwhelming barrier. Often, we are tempted to turn a blind eye
rather than confront what we know to be true. We can’t do this alone;
resources such as substance use counselors and tele-health are vital
to filling these gaps. Our Chapter has taken on this challenge to bring
tools and resources to our EDs to make this possible. As a first step
we’ve put together information on buprenorphine with the California
Healthcare Foundation, which you can find on the next page.
The Chapter is sponsoring a budget allocation to create a statewide
pilot program that places certified drug and alcohol counselors in

each of the roughly 325 EDs throughout California. At an estimated
$50,000 per counselor, the cost of the pilot program would be $20
million. My ED has a certified drug and alcohol counselor, paid for by
the University of California, and we have seen a remarkable impact.
The patient testimonials motivate me to fight to expand access to
substance use counselors across the state.
There is a lot of work to be done and I look forward to hearing from
you about your experience. My patient from residency might not
have been amenable to treatment, certainly not on her first visit, but
she did give me multiple opportunities to intervene. It is time we
start the conversation. n
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Buprenorphine (Suboxoneâ) in the Emergency Department

Buprenorphine (BUP) is a unique schedule III opioid used for the treatment of acute and chronic pain, opioid withdrawal, and
maintenance treatment of opioid addiction. The most common formulations are sublingual (alone or in combination with naloxone:
Suboxone), transdermal (10mcg/hr = about 0.5mg/day), and intravenous (Buprenex). Administration of BUP in any form in the
emergency department (ED) for any reason can be done by any DEA-licensed prescriber—no X waiver is required. If you would like
to prescribe BUP for the treatment of opioid addiction you must obtain a DEA X waiver. BUP can be prescribed for the treatment of
acute or chronic pain without a waiver.
Choosing the right patient
Starting a patient on BUP lowers mortality from opioid addiction 7-fold. We strongly recommend starting BUP in ED after overdose
(OD), due to 10% risk of fatal OD within 12 months in these patients. Have a low threshold to give BUP for patients in opioid
withdrawal or who desire to stop using opioid pills or heroin. Warning: BUP can potentiate the effects of sedatives like alcohol and
benzodiazepines (but less than other opioids). Assess risk and benefit with these high-risk patients. Some patients with significant
liver disease (ALT>5x normal) may not be able to take buprenorphine long-term; however, no screening labs are needed to start BUP
in the ED.
When do you administer BUP in the ED?
BUP will displace other drugs from opioid receptors, replacing the high-intensity stimulation from drugs like heroin or oxycodone
with stable drug levels over 2-3 days, eliminating craving and withdrawal symptoms. Starting BUP when patients have moderate
withdrawal symptoms provides immediate relief and stops withdrawal discomfort without causing euphoria or sleepiness. Do not
start BUP on opioid-dependent patients who are not in withdrawal. For these patients, BUP causes withdrawal, and decreases
patients’ desire to stay on BUP or to try BUP again.
How do you know if a patient is in opioid withdrawal?
Significant opioid withdrawal is present if a patient has at least 3 of these symptoms:
• Joint and body aches
• Goose pimples
• Chills and sweats
• Anxious and irritable

•

Shaking, tremors, twitch

Simple ED Protocol
Clinical Opiate Withdrawal Scale (COWS) of 8 or greater. Use this interactive COWS calculator or see reverse of this page for scoring
tool.
• Heroin, short-acting morphine/hydrocodone/oxycodone: normally wait 12 hours before BUP administration
• Long-acting opioids (Oxy, MSContin): normally wait 16-24 hours
• Methadone is unpredictable: normally wait at least 48 hours & COWS of 10 or greater
How to give BUP in the ED?
At least 8 mg tablet (Suboxone or Subutex) under the tongue, not swallowed; if the tablets are swallowed, very little BUP gets
absorbed. In patients unable to tolerate sublingual tablets, IV BUP (0.3mg) can be used. (Avoid transdermal buprenorphine. It is
generally too weak to prevent withdrawal symptoms and is best used for patients with chronic pain.)
No observation is required. OK to discharge after administration. OK to administer in low-acuity, “fast-track” type areas of the ED.
A single 8 mg dose will have peak effect by about 1 hour and control withdrawal symptoms 6-12 hours.
How to discharge a patient
Always offer a naloxone prescription or kit.
No DEA X waiver – Prescribe comfort meds (e.g. clonidine, loperamide, ondansetron, NSAIDS) and recommend follow-up at
treatment center. It is legal in all states to offer return ED visits for BUP administration for 3 days in a row if needed.
DEA X waiver—give bridge script to last until outpatient visit: e.g., 8mg Suboxone, SL tabs. Take 1 tab under the tongue twice a day
for withdrawal symptoms. Dispense #6-7.
Follow up in outpatient setting. (Develop referral protocols and agreements.)
MORE INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE AT: https://www.erpainaddiction.org/addiction-treatment
Suboxoneâ is the trade name for buprenorphine + naloxone. Naloxone component is only released if the tablet is injected.
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PATIENT NAME:

DATE OF ASSESSMENT:

PATIENT DATE OF BIRTH:

MEDICAL RECORD NUMBER:

Clinical Opioid Withdrawal Score (COWS)
For each item, write in the number that best describes the patient’s signs or symptom. Rate only the apparent relationship to opiate
withdrawal. For example: If heart rate is increased because the patient was jogging just prior to assessment, the increased pulse rate
would not add to the score.

Enter scores at time zero, 30 minutes after first dose, 2 hours after first dose, etc.

Time:

Time:

Time:

Time:

Resting Pulse Rate: Record beats per minute after patient is sitting or lying down for one minute
• 0 - pulse rate 80 or below
• 1 - pulse rate 81–100

• 2 - pulse rate 101–120
• 4 - pulse rate greater than 120

Sweating: Over past ½ hour not accounted for by room temperature or activity
• 0 - no chills or flushing
• 1 - subjective chills or flushing
• 2 - flushed or observable moistness on face

• 3 - beads of sweat on brow or face
• 4 - sweat streaming off face

Restlessness: Observation during assessment
• 0 - able to sit still

• 3 - frequent shifting or extraneous movement of
legs/arms

• 1 - reports difficulty sitting still, but is able to do so

• 5 - unable to sit still for more than a few seconds

Pupil size
• 0 - pupils pinned or normal size for light
• 1 - pupils possibly larger than normal for light

• 2 - pupils moderately dilated
• 5 - pupils dilated that only rim of the iris is visible

Bone or joint aches: I f patient was having pain previously, only the additional component attributed
to opiate withdrawal is scored
• 0 - not present
• 1 - mild/diffuse discomfort
• 2 - patient reports severe diffuse aching of
joints/muscles

• 4 - patient is rubbing joints or muscles and is
unable to sit still because of discomfort

Runny nose or tearing: Not accounted for by cold symptoms or allergy
• 0 - none present
• 1 - nasal stuffiness or unusually moist eyes

• 2 - nose running or tearing
• 4 - nose constantly running or tears streaming
down cheeks

GI upset: Over last ½ hour

• 2 - nausea or loose stool

• 0 - no GI symptoms
• 1 - stomach cramps

• 3 - vomiting or diarrhea
• 5 - multiple episodes of diarrhea or vomiting

Tremor: Observation of outstretched hands
• 0 - no tremor
• 1 - tremor can be felt, but not observed

• 2 - slight tremor observable
• 4 - gross tremor or muscle twitching

Yawning: Observation during assessment

• 2 - yawning three or more times during assessment
• 4 - yawning several times/minute

Anxiety or irritability

• 2 - patient obviously irritable or anxious

• 0 - none
• 1 - patient reports increasing irritability or anxiousness

• 4 - patient so irritable or anxious that participation
in the assessment is difficult

Gooseflesh skin

• 3 - piloerrection of skin can be felt or hairs
standing up on arms

• 0 - skin is smooth

• 5 - prominent piloerrection

• 0 - no yawning
• 1 - yawning once or twice during assessment

5—12 = mild;
13—24 = moderate;
25—36 = moderately severe;
> 36 = severe withdrawal

TOTAL
OBSERVER INITIALS

Journal of Psychoactive Drugs Volume 35 (2), April - June 2003Source: Wesson, D. R., & Ling, W. (2003). The Clinical Opiate Withdrawal Scale
(COWS). J Psychoactive Drugs, 35(2), 253–9.
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You’re Invited to

CALIFORNIA ACEP’S
29TH ANNUAL
LEGISLATIVE LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
By Elena Lopez-Gusman and Kelsey McQuaid-Craig, MPA

Now in its 29th year, the Legislative Leadership Conference (LLC) is an important and
influential event for emergency physicians and residents of all stripes to attend. Held
in Sacramento, just steps from the State Capitol, over 100 emergency physicians, both
seasoned veterans and those just embarking on a career in emergency medicine, will
join California ACEP on April 17th for a day full of advocacy training, interesting policy
discussions, and meetings with California’s policy makers on behalf of emergency
physicians and patients.
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he advocating that California ACEP members do each
year at LLC on behalf of emergency medicine is truly
impactful. This year’s LLC is more important than ever.
As you read in the President’s Message, California ACEP
is embarking on a budget allocation to place a certified drug and
alcohol counselor in every emergency department (ED) in the state.
We’re also pursuing 2 other budget allocations: Prop 56 GME funding
for emergency medicine residencies and a one-time $20 million
allocation to the Maddy Fund. But that’s not the only thing we’re
working on this year!
The Chapter is also sponsoring 3 mental health bills. AB 451
(Arambula) ensures that EMTALA applies to acute psychiatric hospitals
by prohibiting financial screening of mental health patients in need of
transfer to a higher level of care. Similarly, AB 2983 (Arambula) prohibits
hospitals from requiring a patient who is voluntarily seeking mental
health care to be placed on a 5150 hold as a condition of accepting
transfer of that patient from an ED. Finally, AB 2099 (Gloria) clarifies
that a copy of a 5150 form and the use of an electronic signature on a
5150 form are valid.

This unique and fun conference is FREE
and residents are encouraged to attend.
We hope you will join us in our 29th
year advocating on behalf of emergency
medicine at the State Capitol!
Visit californiaacep.org/mpage/LLC2018
to register. For more information, contact
Lauren Brown at (916) 325-5455 or
lbrown@californiaacep.org. n

This is your chance to advocate for improved care for your most
vulnerable patients. Don't miss the opportunity to shape the future of
healthcare in California!
The program will start at 9:30 am and will continue through the
morning with an array of speakers and advocacy trainings
to develop the skills necessary to partake in the afternoon
meetings with legislators and legislative staff. Attendees will
break for a free lunch, provided by California ACEP, to meet
with peers prior to participating in legislative meetings at
the Capitol.
California ACEP will arrange legislative meetings on
your behalf and will provide you with information on
important legislation to prepare you. Don’t worry if
you’ve never attended LLC before. There will be an
experienced member with you at every meeting.
Following an afternoon of meetings at the
Capitol, attendees are invited to attend a
free reception, hosted by California ACEP,
conveniently located near the Capitol.
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THE PRICE OF

DELAYED

HEALTHCARE
By Jessica K. Willett, MD

If you've ever found yourself wondering “why did they wait so long?!”
regarding a patient with delayed presentation for an illness, consider this:
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Just after Thanksgiving last year, I started feeling under the weather. I
was tired all the time. I chalked it up to working a long string of shifts
and upped my caffeine intake. After all, I told myself..."I never get sick"!

T

hen, I started spiking fevers. I lost my appetite. I could feel
something was wrong, but I couldn't put my finger on it. I
convinced myself it was viral and that it would pass with
time and rest. I continued stacking antipyretics.

Over the span of a week, I got worse instead of better. I still convinced
myself it would improve on its own. I thought of the cost of a doctor's
visit, blood tests, or imaging. Then I took another Tylenol and went
back to bed.

Why didn't I just go see a doctor?!
Well, here's the kicker.
I didn't have health insurance.

Our patients do this ALL. THE. TIME.
I don't have to tell you how this story progresses. As you probably
guessed, I ended up in my own emergency department (ED) when
I collapsed, septic from a huge right-sided pneumonia. And, in tears,
I had to explain when a colleague asked "why did you wait so long?"

And you may be thinking the same. Why DID I wait so long?
Let me share my hospital bill with you.

The total is $10,282.34

Let's let that sink in. I was a doctor
without health insurance.
How did I let that happen, you are probably asking? I'm getting there.
In the transition from one job to another, my old insurance lapsed
and when I was prompted to sign up for new insurance with my new
employer, I was told that it wouldn't go into effect until January 1st. I
didn't question it. I was healthy. I'd be ok.
A colleague suggested I get covered under COBRA. I looked at the costs.
With student loan payments & living expenses, I was flabbergasted by
the prices. I opted to go uncovered for two months - November and
December. It seemed logical.
So here I was, knowing something was wrong, but talking myself out
of getting seen because I knew the bill would be more than I could
handle at the moment. Telling myself "it will probably be fine".
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This is for one ED visit. I requested IV medications be
changed to PO when possible & refused some additional
tests and meds. I refused admission because I knew I
would never be able to afford it. And I KNOW the healthcare
system. Most of our patients do not.
Now that I have your attention with how ludicrous this is, let
me bring your focus back to our patients - because this story isn't
really about me, even though I led you in that direction.
Consider a single-income family in the US. I say single-income because
about 1 in 4 children are currently being raised by a single parent, and
this number is rising. The average median income for a single-income
family is in the range of $35,000.
Now consider that mom/dad gets sick. They know they should go to
the hospital. But who will take care of their children? Who will drive
them? How will they pay for a bill that will likely be 1/3 or more of their
total annual income?

These are only some of the things that prohibit them from
seeking care.

Southern California
JOB OPPORTUNITIES

This is why they wait.
• Excellent Opportunities for
Emergency Physicians

We talk about improving access to healthcare. We talk big about
health literacy and education and outreach. These things matter, sure.
But until we address the cost of healthcare, a huge barrier to care will
remain.

• Very Competitive Compensation

Do you know the costs of the lab tests you're ordering? Does this play
into your medical decision-making process?

• Eight Hospitals include Arcadia Methodist
& Glendale Memorial (Top heart programs)

If you're ordering a test, know why you are ordering it. An abnormal
value should either give you a diagnostic clue or change your
treatment plan.

• Available practice settings in the
Los Angeles and Orange County areas

The next time you feel frustrated because a patient "should have come
in earlier", remember that medicine is intertwined with social factors.
This impacts us as physicians, how we treat our patients, and how our
patients’ lives will change because of this treatment. n
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Contact Debbie Corn for more information
(909) 634-3172 or email CV to dcorn@emmamd.com
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LEGISLATIVE
LEADERSHIP
CONFERENCE

APRIL 17, 2018
SACRAMENTO

ADVANCED
2018
09.07.2018
MARINA DEL
REY, CA
RESIDENTS & MED
STUDENTS, THIS
ONE'S FOR YOU!

CEMAF

ANNOUNCEMENTS |

The California Emergency Medicine Advocacy Fund
(CEMAF) has transformed California ACEP’s advocacy
efforts from primarily legislative to robust efforts in
the legislative, regulatory, legal, and through the
Emergency Medical Political Action Committee,
political arenas. Few, if any, organization of our size
can boast of an advocacy program like California ACEP’s;
a program that has helped block Medi-Cal provider rate
cuts, lock in $500 million for the Maddy EMS Fund over
the next 10 years, and fight for ED overcrowding solutions!
The efforts could not be sustained without the generous
support from the groups listed below, some of whom have
donated as much as $0.25 per chart to ensure that California
ACEP can fight on your behalf. Thank you to our 2017-18

contributors (in alphabetical order):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alvarado Emergency Medical Associates
Antelope Valley Emergency Medical Associates
Beach Emergency Medical Associates
Berkeley Emergency Medical Group
Centinela Freeman Emergency Medical Associates
CEP America
Chino Emergency Medical Associates
Coastline Emergency Physicians Medical Group
Culver Emergency Medical Group
Eden Emergency Medical Group
Hollywood Presbyterian Emergency Medical Associates
Las Cruces Emergency Medical Associates
Los Alamos Emergency Medical Associates
Mills Peninsula Emergency Medical Group
Montclair Emergency Medical Associates
Napa Valley Emergency Medical Group
Orange County Emergency Medical Associates
Pacific Coast Emergency Medical Associates
Pacific Emergency Providers
Pacifica Emergency Medical Associates
Riverside Emergency Physicians
San Dimas Emergency Medical Associates
Sherman Oaks Emergency Medical Associates
South Coast Emergency Medical Group, Inc.
Tarzana Emergency Medical Associates
TeamHealth
Temecula Valley Emergency Physicians, Inc.
US Acute Care Solutions
Valley Emergency Medical Associates
Valley Presbyterian Emergency Medical Associates
VEP Healthcare, Inc.
Vikant Gulati, MD, FACEP
West Hills Emergency Medical Associates
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SAVE THE DATE
California ACEP’s Legislative Leadership Conference (LLC)
Tuesday, April 17, 2018 | Sacramento, CA
California ACEP’s Annual Conference: ADVANCED 2018
Friday, September 7, 2018 | Marriott Marina Del Rey

SUBMIT A LIFELINE ARTICLE
Looking for a way to share your emergency medicine experience? Want
to share a story from your last shift? Or maybe career or life advice? We're
looking for member and guest articles, including letters-to-the-editor.
Please note that all articles and letters are reviewed and may be edited
for grammar and content.
If you would like more information or would like to submit a guest article,
email info@californiaacep.org.

| CALIFORNIA ACEP UPCOMING MEETINGS & DEADLINES

For more information on upcoming meetings, please e-mail us at info@californiaacep.org;
unless otherwise noted, all meetings are held via conference call.

MARCH 2018
8th at 11 AM
8th at 1 PM
8th at 3 PM
15th
15th at 10 AM
16th
26th – 30th

GAC Subcommittee #1 - Practice Management
Conference Call
GAC Subcommittee #2 - Reimbursement
Conference Call
GAC Subcommittee #3 - Injury & Illness Prevention
Conference Call
Nominations Close for Chapter Board of Directors
Online
Government Affairs Committee (GAC)
Conference Call
CMA Council on Legislation
Sacramento, CA

MARCH 2018
SUN

MON

TUES

WED

18th
18th at 9 AM
27th

1st at 9 AM
10th at 10 AM
15th

SAT

1

2

3

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

California Legislature: Spring Recess

Legislative Leadership Conference (LLC)
Sacramento, CA
CMA Lobby Day
Sacramento, CA
Board of Directors Meeting
Sacramento, CA
California Legislature: Policy Deadline for Fiscal Bills

MAY 2018
1st

FRI

4

APRIL 2018

APRIL 2018
17th at 9 AM

THURS

Award Nominations Open
Online
Reimbursement Committee
Conference Call
Government Affairs Committee (GAC)
Conference Call
Board of Directors Election Open
Online

18th

California Legislature: Last Day for Policy Committee

20th – 23rd

SUN

MON

TUES

WED

THURS

FRI

SAT

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

MAY 2018
SUN

MON

TUES

WED

THURS

FRI

SAT

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

ACEP Legislative Advocacy Conference (LAC)
Washington, DC

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

25th

California Legislature: Last Day for Fiscal Committees

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

28th

Memorial Day
Office Closed

27

28

29

30

31

29th – 31st

California Legislature: Legislative Floor Session Only

31st

Board of Directors Elections Close
Online
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES |

DOWNTOWN LOS ANGELES: Emergency Physician needed. $350,000 +
incentive per year, malpractice paid, half days, half nights. ABEM ABOEM with
experience. Present core group average 23 yrs tenure. 36,000 annual visits,
paramedic receiving (no peds) STEMI Stroke, physician coverage 36-40 hrs/day,
NP & PA coverage 12-20 hrs/day
FAX CV to 213.482.0577 or call 213.482.0588 or neubauerjanice@gmail.com
LOS ANGELES – CULVER CITY: Southern California Hospital at Culver City
Rare opportunity to join a Westside LA ER group. Group seeks BC/BE emergency
physician to work Part-Full Time as an independent contractor. Excellent
compensation with malpractice paid. Nine hour shifts with 11 hours of PA
double coverage. 90% nights shifts are covered by night doctors. A complete
ED refurbishment has been completed with an ER rebuild and expansion in the
future. Computerized Charting and PACS!
Email CV and references to cclark@repmg.com | Phone 951.898.0823
RIVERSIDE, CA – PARKVIEW MEDICAL CENTER: Great opportunity to join a
15-year ER group. Group seeks BC/BE Emergency Physician to work Part/Full
Time as an independent contractor. Excellent Top Tier Compensation based on
productivity with malpractice paid. Ten hour shifts with MD double coverage and
12 Hour PA. Computerized equitable shift scheduling. Efficient Computerized
Charting and PACS! A brand new ER expansion is under construction and it will
quadruple the size of the ER.
Email CV and references to cclark@repmg.com | Phone 951.898.0823
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA – ORANGE COUNTY: Full time and part time
independent contracting emergency physicians needed for high volume, high
acuity practices. Chest Pain Center, Stroke Center, Pediatric Level II trauma
center - large independent group with forty years of clinical excellence for two
acute care facilities. Expanding group needs BC/BE emergency physicians and
pediatric emergency physicians. Excellent compensation, malpractice paid,
scribes, midlevel providers, 8 – 9 hour shifts, excellent call panel coverage.
Email CV and references to EMSOC@emsoc.net, fax to 714.543.8914

18 | LIFELINE a forum for emergency physicians in california

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA OPPORTUNITIES:
• Tustin, CA - Orange County - 73-bed community hospital, 8-bed ER,
paramedic receiving, low volume. 10 x 24hr = $240,000/yr + incentive
• East Los Angeles - 120-bed community hospital urgent care (non
paramedic receiving) volume 700/mo. Guarantee $100/hr.
• Norwalk, CA - 60-bed hospital.
receiving. $110/hr.

500-600 patient/mo. Paramedic

• San Fernando Valley
FAX CV to 213 482 0577 or call 213 482 0588 or email neubauerjanice@gmail.com
VENTURA CALIFORNIA: New hospital under construction and scheduled to
open in the Spring of 2018. Central coast of California and 70 miles from LAX.
Positions available in two facilities for BC/BE emergency physician. STEMI
Center, Stroke Center with on-call coverage of all specialties. Teaching facility
with residents in Family Practice, Surgery, Orthopedics and Internal Medicine.
Admitting hospital teams for Medicine and Pediatrics. Twenty-four hour OB
coverage in house and a well established NICU. Physician’s shifts are 9 hrs and
12 hours of PA/NP coverage. All shifts and providers have scribe services 24/7.
Affiliated hospital is a smaller rural facility 20 minutes from Ventura in Ojai.
Malpractice and tail coverage is provided. New hires will work days, nights,
weekends and weekdays.
Send resume to Alex Kowblansky MD FACEP at kowblansky@cox.net

To advertise with Lifeline and to take advantage of our circulation of over
3,000 readers, including Emergency Physicians, Groups, and Administrators
throughout California who are eager to learn about what your business has
to offer them, please contact us at info@californiaacep.org or give us a call
at (916) 325-5455.
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LoREoF okffersinthegfollowing California providers
EM

American Health Education, Inc
Perry Hookey, EMT-P
7300B Amador Plaza Road, Dublin, CA 94568
Phone: (800) 483-3615
Email: info@americanhealtheducation.com
Web: www.americanhealtheducation.com
American Medical Response (AMR)
Ken Bradford, Operations
841 Latour Court, Ste D, Napa, CA 94558-6259
Phone: (707) 953-5795
Email: ken.bradford2@gmail.com
Compliance Training
Jason Manning, EMS Course Coordinator
3188 Verde Robles Drive, Camino, CA 95709
Phone: (916) 429-5895
Fax: (916) 256-4301
Email: Kurgan911@comcast.net
CSUS Prehospital Education Program
Thomas Oakes, Program Director
3000 State University Drive East, Napa Hall, Sacramento, CA
95819-6103
Ofﬁce: (916) 278-4846
Mobile: (916) 316-7388
Email: thomasffp@sbcglobal.net
Web: www.cce.csus.edu
EMS Academy
Nancy Black, RN, Course Coordinator
1170 Foster City Blvd #107, Foster City, CA 94404
Phone: (866) 577-9197
Fax: (650) 701-1968
Email: nancy@caems-academy.com
Web: www.caems-academy.com

ETS – Emergency Training Services
Mike Thomas, Course Coordinator
3050 Paul Sweet Road, Santa Cruz, CA 95065
Phone: (831) 476-8813
Toll-Free: (800) 700-8444
Fax: (831) 477-4914
Email: mthomas@emergencytraining.com
Web: www.emergencytraining.com
Loma Linda University Medical Center
Lyne Jones, Administrative Assistant
Department of Emergency Medicine
11234 Anderson St., A108, Loma Linda, CA 92354
Phone: (909) 558-4344 x 0
Fax: (909) 558-0102
Email: LJones@ahs.llumc.edu
Web: www.llu.edu
Medic Ambulance
James Pierson, EMT-P
506 Couch Street, Vallejo, CA 94590-2408
Phone: (707) 644-1761
Fax: (707) 644-1784
Email: jpierson@medicambulance.net
Web: www.medicambulance.net
Napa Valley College
Gregory Rose, EMS Co-Director
2277 Napa Highway, Napa CA 94558
Phone: (707) 256-4596
Email: grose@napavalley.edu
Web: www.winecountrycpr.com
NCTI – National College of Technical Instruction
Lena Rohrabaugh, Course Manager
333 Sunrise Ave Suite 500, Roseville, CA 95661
Phone: (916) 960-6284 x 105
Fax: (916) 960-6296
Email: jlcasa@caltel.com
Web: www.ncti-online.com

PHI Air Medical, California
Eric Lewis, Course Coordinator
801 D Airport Way, Modesto, CA 95354
Phone: (209) 550-0884
Fax: (209) 550-0885
Email: elewis@philhelico.com
Web: http://www.phiairmedical.com
Riggs Ambulance Service
Greg Petersen, EMT-P, Clinical Care Coordinator
100 Riggs Ave, Merced, CA 95340
Phone: (209) 725-7010
Fax: (209) 725-7044
Email: Gregp@riggsambulance.com
Web: www.riggsambulance.com
Rocklin Fire Department
Chris Wade, Fireﬁghter/Paramedic
3401 Crest Drive, Rocklin, CA 95765
Phone: (916) 625-5311
Fax: (209) 725-7044
Email: Chris.Wade@rocklin.ca.us
Web: www.rocklin.ca.us
Rural Metro Ambulance
Brian Green, EMT-P
1345 Vander Way, San Jose, CA 95112
Phone: (408) 645-7345
Fax: (408) 275-6744
Email: brian.green@rmetro.com
Web: www.rmetro.com
WestMed College
Brian Green, EMT-P
5300 Stevens Creek Blvd., Suite 200, San Jose, CA 95129-1000
Phone: (408) 977-0723
Email: jonesds777@hotmail.com
Web: www.westmedcollege.com
Verihealth/Falck Northern California
Ken Bradford, Training Coordinator
2190 South McDowell Blvd, Petaluma, CA 94954
Phone: (707) 766-2400
Email: ken.bradford@falck.com
Web: www.verihealth.com

Search for upcoming courses: http://cms.itrauma.org/CourseSearch.aspx
EMREF is a proud sponsor of California ITLS courses.

Please call 916.325.5455 or
E-mail Lucia Romo: lromo@californiaacep.org for more information.
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